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First Post COVID Reporting Season

August is the peak reporting season for companies with a June 
balance date. It is the first period that included the effects of the 
COVID-19 virus and an opportunity for investors to reassess 
the outlook for companies. As the virus response evolves it 
is becoming apparent that the impact on companies’ earnings 
vary considerably depending on the nature of their activities, 
geographical location and financial position. Investor sentiment 
and expectations remain a key ingredient in share pricing. 

Comparative Market Performance

Overall share market momentum was positive in August with 
the S&P/NZX 50 Gross index lifting 1.8%. The significance of a 
few large companies was again illustrated. The S&P/NZX 50 
portfolio index which limits the size of individual companies 
and therefore the influence larger companies have on the 
performance of the index (Fisher & Paykel Healthcare and A2 
Milk make up nearly 30% of the Gross Index) increased 4.2% 
in the month. The Australian S&P/ASX 200 accumulation 
index experienced a similar lift to New Zealand in local terms 
but weakness in the Kiwi dollar against the Australian dollar 
enhanced the monthly return for New Zealand investors. The 
price of gold increased over the month and this was reflected 
in the mining sector with previously marginal mines 
suddenly becoming highly profitable on a prospective basis. 

Both Australasian markets were outpaced by the US market. 
The S&P 500 lifted 7.2% in local terms. Apple became the 
largest listed company globally in the month with a value 
greater than US$2 trillion. The US index achieved this 
performance without a contribution from Tesla which is not 
yet included in the S&P 500. Tesla’s share price increased 74% 
in the month. Investor enthusiasm is largely confined to a 
small group of companies. These growth companies are now 
trading on high earnings multiples e.g. Amazon as of 28 
August had a forward earnings multiple of 85 times. The 
Australian market is also exhibiting the same phenomenon 
with Buy Now Pay Later companies (like Afterpay) having 
very high expectations built into their share prices.

New Zealand Reporting Highlights

A2 Milk, the second largest listed company by market 
capitalisation recorded a net profit of NZ$358 million, up 34% 
on the prior year.  In the immediate aftermath of the company’s 
result the share price fell and ended the month down 11% on 
its starting position. Similarly, Spark strengthened into its 
result and achieved its guidance but was the second largest 
negative contributor to the S&P/NZX50 Gross index for 
August. The company suggested that its prospective 
dividend could potentially decline in the coming year 
resulting in income sensitive investor demand retreating.

The demand for yield as fixed interest rates continue to 
decline was demonstrated by the share prices of the electricity 
companies. Contact Energy, Mercury and Meridian Energy 
were amongst the top contributors to the S&P/NZX 50 Gross 

index for August. Although the dividend paying ability of 
these companies is more subdued post the decision to close 
Tiwai Point the electricity companies still represent attractive 
sources of income. The largest New Zealand listed 
company Fisher & Paykel Healthcare did not report over 
the period but did provide encouraging guidance stating that 
revenue has grown in the first four months by 390% 
compared to the prior comparable period. The shares were 
up 2.4% for the month.

Interest Rates to Remain Low

Central banks have continued to communicate to 
markets that interest rates will remain low for a 
considerable time. The Federal Reserve has advised it will 
target an average inflation rate and allow inflation to run 
hotter than target for a period of time once achieved. The 
RBNZ continues to promote the possibility of negative 
interest rates from March next year. These low interest 
rate policies are continuing to fuel demand for shares 
despite the prevailing uncertainty in relation to the longer-
term impact of COVID-19 on the real economy.

Merits of Value

To date investor focus has been on ‘growth’ shares. The 
high valuations associated with these companies requires 
them to deliver exceptional earnings growth. Past 
experience indicates that even if they are successful in the 
longer term there is still a chance of derating to broader 
market norms. Both Apple and Microsoft have experienced 
the extremes of valuation during their lives as public 
companies. When a company reverts to market averages 
the period of underperformance can persist for a long 
time. ‘Value’ companies in the current investment climate 
are not experiencing the same degree of support but still merit 
consideration in portfolio construction in anticipation of a 
change in market sentiment or an improving economy where 
discretionary consumer demand reemerges.

Conclusion

Investment returns have been far better than feared 
following the onset of COVID-19. Investor experience 
has varied however as the performance has been 
concentrated in a few companies characterised as ‘growth’.  
The real economy outlook remains uncertain but is 
supported by fiscal spending and global central bank’s 
monetary policies as they continue to keep interest rates 
low. Caution is required as although investors continue 
to be rewarded for accepting risk (investing in 
shares), this sentiment could evaporate rapidly which 
could be a negative for those high growth shares. Having the 
correct risk profile is always important and chasing 
higher returns can have consequences when there is 
an event like that we experienced earlier this year.



Allocation to long-term benchmarks

Sector Position Comment

Cash Neutral Reduced given low return from cash.

Fixed Interest Neutral Duration extended to position for possible negative rates.

Australasian 
Shares Neutral Pricing is extended but still favourable relative to fixed interest.

Global Shares Neutral Reallocating within asset class to obtain greater mix of growth, cyclical value and yield.

Property Neutral Yield increasingly attractive.
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If you have any questions please contact us on +64 9 308 1450 or visit our website www.jmiwealth.co.nz
Information and Disclaimer:  This report is for information purposes only.  It does not take into account your investment needs or personal circumstances and so is not intended to be viewed as investment or 
financial advice.  Should you require financial advice you should always speak to your Authorised Financial Adviser.  This report has been prepared from published information and other sources believed to be 
reliable, accurate and complete at the time of preparation.  While every effort has been made to ensure accuracy neither JMI Wealth, nor any person involved in this publication, accept any liability for any errors 
or omission, nor accepts liability for loss or damage as a result of any reliance on the information presented.

Indices for Key Markets

As at 31 August 2020 1 Mth 3 Mth 1 Yr 3 Yrs p.a. 5 Yrs p.a.

S&P/NZX 50 Index 1.8 9.7 10.9 15.1 16.1

S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index (NZD) 4.5 8.2 -2.8 5.7 7.0

MSCI ACWI Index (NZD) 4.3 5.8 9.1 11.7 9.5

S&P/NZX 90 Day bank bill Total Return 0.0 0.1 0.9 1.6 1.9


